RECEPTION OF
TRAIN ON A
BLOCKED LINE
ZRTI,Bhul

If a train is to be received on a blocked line then the
SM will do as follows :
He will ensure that there is room for receiving and
accommodating the train in question.
➢ If possible he should advice the SM of the block station in
rear to inform the fact to the driver through T/409.
➢ The train in question will be stopped at the first stop
signal
➢ Ensure that all the points on which the train has to pass
are correctly set and facing points are properly locked.
➢
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The train can be received by three ways:
▪ By taking “OFF” ‘Calling-ON’ signal (if provided), or
▪ By authorizing the driver to pass the approach Stop
Signal at ‘ON’ position through the signal post
Telephone (if provided), or
▪ By authorizing the driver to pass the approach Stop
Signal at ‘ON’ through a written authority i.e. from
T/509. it will be served by a competent railway
employee who will pilot the train into blocked line.
➢ The train being piloted shall be brought to stand at the
first facing point leading to the reception line and the
driver will proceed only after getting the proceed hand
signal.
➢
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Note:
 If the train is being received by taking ‘OFF’
Calling-on signal. There is no need to
exhibit proceed hand signal at all. The
driver will move on his own risk.
 If the driver is authorise on signal post
telephone, a man must be deputed by the
SM to exhibit proceed hand signal at the
point.
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The SM shall ensure that the driver is
exhibited a stop hand signal at a distance of
not less than 45 mtrs from the point of
obstruction to indicate to the driver as to
where the train shall be brought to a stand.
➢ The driver shall keep his train well under
control while entering the blocked line and
be prepared to stop short of obstruction.
➢
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